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Ice Cream Dreams
Beat the heat
with Valley treats
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Seeing is Believing
It’s all about the perspective. Whose
perspective? Exactly. Before you accept or reject information, you want to know who is
offering it. For instance, if someone who has
never lived or spent any substantial time in the
Rio Grande Valley gave his view of this region,
how accurate would his assessment be?
We all have seen the national news,
heard reports from outsiders and wondered –
how far did they fall before they bumped their
head? It’s almost comical to hear what some
people think is going on in south Texas. It
would be entertaining except for the pre-determined opinion or perspective that is brainwashed into gullible minds. Not knowing the
truth is a dangerous thing. And unfortunately,
the RGV sometimes gets mislabeled due to uneducated opinions or lack of facts.
So when you encounter naysayers in
other parts of Texas, the nation and around
the world, equip them with driving directions
or links to any of our Valley airports. Why do
some people stay away from the Valley? Fear.
They may say it’s a safety issue. We know that
excuse stems from inaccurate and sensationalized national media. What it really boils down

to is fear of the unknown. As a rule, people are scared
of what they don’t know. When we are fearful about
a topic, procedure, market, anything, we usually don’t
explore the subject ourselves. We turn to someone
else’s opinion or perspective to help make a decision.
That’s a lazy way to live, but that mentality
is part of the reason our region has crept upon other
markets and economically passed them like a runaway
train. So the secret is out. The Rio Grande Valley
is open for business! Population growth, both commercially and residentially, is in full swing. With our
incredibly low cost of living and Valley-wide advantages to opening a new business or expanding an existing one, the RGV is growing
like a newborn on momma’s
milk.
We’ve got the resources: land, water, incredible climate, skilled
workforce, tax incentives,
international bridges; the
list goes on and on. We are
blessed to live in a mecca of
diversity. Here is the very
catalyst for economic development: two countries, one

region of proud, hardworking, generous people
with an unfair advantage over other areas in the
U.S. and the world. From cultural diversity to
industry diversity to natural resources, the only
thing that can stop us is ourselves. If we don’t
invite qualified prospects – those who could
help contribute to the local economy – to come
experience the Rio Grande Valley for a few
days, we are doing an injustice to ourselves, our
future and the unlimited economic possibilities
of our region.
Seeing is believing, and a true perspective can only come from driving the streets,
walking the sidewalks and meeting the people.
When I did this several years ago, I knew south
Texas was my home – for my business and my
family.
Todd Breland
General Manager
Valley Business Report
VBR e-Brief
956 310 8953
todd@valleybusinessreport.com
www.valleybusinessreport.com
“Connecting You To Local Pro-Business News”

Come See Why Everyone is
Heading to Lone Star National
Bank this Summer.
We are placing our bets you’ll be happy to visit any
Lone Star National Bank.
Open any new checking and savings
account and receive a Free Cowboy Cash
doll. Plus, register for a chance to win a Las
Vegas trip or iPad 3.

1 st Place Wins a Las Vegas Trip for Two!
2nd Place Winner Receives an iPad 3!
1-800-580-0322
www.lonestarnationalbank.com
Ofﬁcial Rules for the Lone Star National Bank Vegas Giveaway: No purchase necessary to register to win in the Lone
Star National Bank Vegas Giveaway. Open only to individuals 18 or older as of date of entry. One entry per individual.
The Lone Star National Bank Vegas Giveaway begins 5/14/12 and ends 7/31/12. Entries must be received by 4 p.m. on
7/31/12. Winners of the Lone Star National Bank Vegas Giveaway will be announced 8/2/12. First place winner receives
a Las Vegas trip for two. Second place winner receives an iPad 3. Register for a chance to win in the Lone Star National
Bank Vegas Giveaway at any Lone Star National Bank location. Employees, their immediate families or agents of Lone
Star National Bank are ineligible to enter. First place winner receives a Las Vegas trip for two. Trip includes: Roundtrip
airfare for two individuals 18 or older. Accommodations at the Bellagio® Resort in Las Vegas, Nevada, for three days,
two nights. Additional nights would be at winner’s expense. Upon arriving, limo transportation will be available from
airport to hotel. Transportation from hotel to airport for returning ﬂight would be at winner’s expense. A Lone Star National
Bank Visa® Gift Card in the amount of $100 will be included. First place prize valued at $1500.00. Trip valid before
1/2/13. Second place winner receives an iPad 3 valued at $499. No cash value. Odds of winning will be dependent
upon total number of entries. Winner responsible for applicable taxes and will receive an IRS 1099 Form.
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Ice Cream Dreams - ¡Que cool!
By Eileen Mattei
When it’s 96 degrees out there, brain
freeze seems a small price to pay for the delicious chill of ice cream in your mouth. From
traditional ice cream sundaes and raspas to frozen yogurts and Italian ices, everyone in the
Valley is willing to wrap themselves around a
frozen treat once summer arrives. Be thankful
your choices are limitless.
Red Mango
Red Mango Frozen Yogurt is the new
kid in the Valley when it comes to chilling out.
Decorated in red and chocolate tiles, with the
smell of fresh fruit perfuming the air, the Red
Mango shops have acted like a magnet for the
overheated. Last August, Analia Lemus opened
her first Red Mango frozen yogurt franchise in
Brownsville and followed that with a McAllen
store in December. Both are self-serve operations, which allow customer’s imaginations to
run wild as they mix frozen yogurt flavors, such
as original, mango, pomegranate and dark
chocolate, and then sprinkle them with dozens
of toppings. “People like self-serve more,” said
Lemus. “It’s fun putting it together yourself.”
Lemus became a Red Mango aficionado when the first store opened in Mission last
year. “It’s addicting. I used to go five times
a week,” she said. Captivated, Lemus, who has
retail and management experience, decided
to open her own stores, completed franchise
training in New York in July, and secured Red
Mango rights for Cameron and Hidalgo Counties. “I went with this because I am passionate

about the product.” She is also health conscious and
guilt-free because Red Mango is made from fermented
non-fat yogurt, has no artificial sweeteners, is glutenfree and a serving contains about
100 calories. Signs demonstrate
how to build a yogurt parfait.
“We have an amazing
product,” said Lemus, between
offering yogurt samples and greetings to customers as they streamed
into the North Tenth Street store.
“I make friends all the time. The
quality of customer service is so
important to me as an owner, and
the kids who work here all know it.
I want the person who comes in to
become a regular.”
The Red Mango store in
McAllen will be the training center
as Lemus opens more stores. It is
also a test site for new frozen yogurt flavors.
Banana Boats
In contrast, Ol’ D’s Soda Shop and Restaurant
in downtown
Harlingen
is nostalgia
on ice,
WFAHGN VBR
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with a marble soda fountain counter (rescued from

Fresh fruit, non-fat frozen yogurt and smiling faces bring customers back to Red Mango.
(VBR)

Raymondville Nease’s Drug Store), vintage glass
tulip bowls for sundaes, and live 50’s and 60’s
music with a touch of country on weekends.
“This is one of the coolest places in
south Texas,” said owner Dave Phinney. “We’re

Markets fluctuate.
Relationships shouldn’t.

Howard Tozzo, Jr.
Branch Manager
howard.tozzo@
wellsfargoadvisors.com

William Werley, Sr.
Financial Advisor
bill.werleysr@
wellsfargoadvisors.com

Brad Morgan
Financial Advisor
brad.morgan@
wellsfargoadvisors.com

William Werley, Jr.
Financial Advisor
bill.werleyjr@
wellsfargoadvisors.com

1313 E. Washington Avenue • Harlingen TX • (956) 428-4146

Analia Lemus offers customers samples of Red
Mango’s frozen yogurt. (VBR)
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NO Bank Guarantee

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC, Member SIPC, is a registered broker-dealer and a separate non-bank aﬃliate of Wells Fargo and Company.
©2009 Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC. All rights reserved. 0312-4952
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finding out people come in for the magic of the
place.” He has often seen three generations of a
family slide onto the red-swivel stools and order
root beer floats (served in large frosted mugs)
and banana splits (served in old-fashioned glass
boats his mother bought for 50 cents from a
former ice cream parlor.)
Ol’ D’s sells only vanilla, chocolate and
strawberry ice cream. “That’s as old fashioned
as you can get. We don’t have 40 flavors. We
tell everybody that the world stops at the door,”

Phinney noted. “You don’t have to be in a hurry here.”
People settle in to have fun together talking and remembering. The décor of vintage neon, old tin signs
and memorabilia of earlier eras is reflected in the long,
soda shop mirror facing the marble counter. At the
moment sundaes, shakes and treats are not made in
front of you but back in the kitchen. The old marble
counter (in a 1930s’s Harlingen drug store before it
went to Raymondville) did not come with a fountain
set-up, so Phinney is searching for a soda shop fountain with a story.
Although Ol’ D’s expanded its menu
to lunch plates and Friday night specials, it
is the ice cream that draws the crowds. “We
expect to do as much in ice cream as we do
in food,” said the owner, who performs with
his parents at the shop on weekends. “Our
goal this summer is to be a place where kids
can come hang out, behave and relax. This
is a place Dad can bring the kids.”
DQ

Dave Phinney serves ice cream treats to customers
at this vintage marble soda counter. (VBR)

The red Dairy Queen sign has been
nicknamed the “Texas stop sign,” for all the
people who take it as a signal to pull over for
soft-serve treats and Blizzards. Rob Bowen’s
father opened his first franchise in 1972 and
the boy grew up in the business, buying his own franchise in 1989.

We will exceed your expectations!

1609 International Blvd. - Weslaco
New Construction
Great Retail Center
Finish-Out Allowance

2290 W. Pike Blvd. - Weslaco
Excellent Location
Executive Suites Available
Offices Available for Buildout

2290 W. Pike Blvd. Suite 100 - Weslaco, Texas 78596
info@davisequity.com
www.DavisEquity.com

(956) 969-8648

Nostalgia combined with old fashioned ice cream
treats have brought success to Ol’ D’s Soda Shop.
(VBR)

“Ice cream sales double in the summer months.
We gauge it by the gallons we go through. We
increase staff by 30 percent for warmer months,”
said Bowen, who operates three mid-Valley
DQs. Winter Texans don’t notice the Valley’s
chill and keep Dairy Queen sales higher than
they would otherwise be. The favorite method
of chilling out, year round, is the Blizzard said
Bowen, although banana splits, ice cream cakes
and dip cones have plenty of fans too.
Blue Bell
Blue Bell Ice Cream has been called the
truly Texas ice cream. Fruit and nut ice cream
flavors sell better in the Valley than elsewhere
in Texas, according to Jenny Anderson of Blue
Bell. “Frozen novelties (ice cream sandwiches,
etc.) sold in supermarkets and convenience
stores trend higher in this part of Texas, too.”
And since many parts of Texas get even hotter
than the Valley, the border area mirrors state
consumption patterns. “Bass Pro is one of the
top-selling three gallon accounts (selling by the
scoop) in the Valley and Davey Jones in Port
Isabel is unique,” she added.
		
The top three Blue Bell flavors
are homemade vanilla, cookies ‘n cream and banana nut.
		
So, when the raspa stands are
doing a booming business in every Valley town,
and the lines get long at the neighborhood ice
cream shop, keep cool and dream about the flavor you’ll chill with today, tomorrow and the
day after.
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Cotton to Cloth, Santana Textiles is Hi-Tech
By Eileen Mattei
“Bringing manufacturing back to the
U.S. is something that really motivates people,”
said James Michael Aiken, CEO of Santana
Textiles. In August, Brazil-based Santana is
slated to begin producing 15 million meters of
denim at its huge plant in north Edinburg. By
the time phase IV is completed in 2016, Santana Textiles expects to be manufacturing 60
million meters of denim annually. That will
certainly make it the largest denim producer in
the Texas and possibly the biggest in the nation.
If you thought textile companies’ time
in the Valley had come and gone, be advised
that Santana is, as they say, not your grandmother’s sewing plant. Santana Textiles is a
capital intensive, highly automated producer
which takes in raw cotton, weaves it into denim and sells the finished rolls to cut-and-sew
plants. While Santana is in no way labor-intensive, even the most high-tech robots need
skilled employees to operate them, feed in raw
cotton, repair them and check quality control
while the plant operates 24 hours a day.
To bring the initial workforce up to

Let us be
your trusted
choice for
business
or personal
insurance!

5801 N 10th, Ste. 300
McAllen, TX 78502

686-3888

2600 E. Grif�in Pkwy.
Mission, TX 78572

432-0888

www.shepins.com

speed, Santana Textiles in May received a $600,133
Skills Development Grant from the Texas Workforce
Commission to train 330 employees. South Texas
College will coordinate the training in advanced
manufacturing best practices, which covers Lean
Manufacturing, Six Sigma, supply chain management
and total productive maintenance. A matching skills
grant will kick in as the manufacturer climbs to its
projected workforce of 800.
Ten years ago, Aiken was among those helping manufacturing companies move to Asia. At age
16, he had worked as a janitor in the Georgia textile
plant where his father was a supervisor. Since then
he has accumulated 27 years of manufacturing experience in Peru, China, Mexico and the U.S. Santana
Grupo began as a hammock maker in Horizonte, Brazil 50 years ago. In 1995, the company diversified
into spinning and started producing denim. With
five factories, the closely-held company is now the
fifth largest denim producer in the world.
Nevertheless, the questions remain: Why
textiles? Why did Santana choose Edinburg for its
$171 million investment?
Aiken, who has an MBA from the Thunderbird School of Global Management, discussed Santana’s business model and the global trends that brought

Santana to Texas in its first North American
venture. China is losing its appeal to manufacturers, Aiken said, because productivity is
dropping while wages are rising. Transporta-

James Michael Aiken is ready for Santana Textiles
to begin weaving denim in August. (VBR)

The first
Skycatcher
in the Valley.
1-hour Intro Flight $60.00
Come experience the new generation of trainers
Enroll today for flight training

(956) 423-7317
5001 Bodenhamer Ave.
Harlingen, TX 78551
www.gulf-aviation.net
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Silas Araujo of Brazil said finding the best talent
to run the Edinburg denim plant was as important as getting the most advanced technology to
spin the denim thread. (VBR)

tion costs have gone up with fuel hikes, the dollar is weak and imports must pay U.S. duties.
But for textile manufacturers, two other factors forecast a sea change. First, in fashion, manufacturers at all levels must respond

quickly to changing trends, so speed to market is crucial. The shortest supply chain will triumph. Secondly, U.S. denim retailers want American-made denim
in their clothing. The U.S. denim market is valued at
one billion dollars.
		
Aiken explained that Santana views
Edinburg as a strategic location. When the
business objective is to produce high quality
denim for the designer market, “you couldn’t
pick a better location,” he said. Cotton is the
major cost when making denim, and Texas
grows 25 percent of American cotton, with
the Valley contributing a tenth of that. Fortunately, Valley cotton storage facilities are
available for just-in-time production methods. Electricity costs much less in Texas than
in Mexico. “The bottom line is the U.S. will
be attractive as a manufacturing location for
American consumer products.”
		
Santana’s plant (with one building for spinning operations and the second
for weaving, dyeing and finishing) sits on 33
acres along Highway 281 and is a symbol of
international collaboration. Following long
negotiations, the land and infrastructure were
an incentive from Edinburg EDC while the City of
Edinburg offered tax abatement and Hidalgo County
offered tax reimbursement. The Texas Workforce
Commission offered a total of $1.2 million in skills

development grants with South Texas College
providing the skills training.
As Santana prepares to start production, the five current American denim manufacturers “are shaking in their boots,” according
to Aiken. “Santana is private company so we
can look at the long term.” Santana’s competitive advantages include its view of employees as
strategic assets. “If we take care of employees,
they will take care of customers.” In addition,
the Edinburg plant holds the world’s most
modern denim production equipment, imported from Switzerland and Japan. The weaving machines operate at one million rpm, up
53 percent from the previous generation. Santana has the capacity for 84 looms which operate in a tightly controlled environment that has
complete air turnover every two hours. Most
startling of all, Grupo Santana has a policy of
replacing its manufacturing equipment every
10 years in order to stay at the forefront of the
production process. The company finds eager
buyers for its castoffs, selling to companies that
will remain one generation behind Santana.
With its commitment to best-practices
in manufacturing, Santana Textiles could mark
the renaissance of American textile production.
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Gazpacho’s Serves the Best of Two Worlds
By Nydia Tapia-Gonzalez
Nestled between retail conglomerates
amid Brownsville’s bustling avenues, Gazpacho’s by Las Tablitas is a step outside of the ordinary. With an unpretentious façade, Gazpacho’s ambiance of art, music and a spicy aroma
surrounds patrons in a welcoming embrace.
Owner Jaime Garza is an agronomist from
neighboring Matamoros, Mexico, and part of a
family of visionary restaurateurs. Fifteen years
ago, Garza’s family opened the doors to what
became a very popular restaurant in Matamoros called Las Tablitas where they catered to
customers from both sides of the border. In
light of the unfolding crisis in Mexico and the
impact it would have on their US customer
base, Garza and his brother headed to Brownsville in search of a location that could house a
new Las Tablitas restaurant.
Much to their surprise, they found
Gazpacho’s, an established restaurant up for
sale. As soon as they walked inside, they knew
the place was perfect. “I had a gut feeling about
this place,” said Garza. That same day, both
had the opportunity to meet the current owner
and expressed Garza’s interest in buying the
place. A deal was discussed, and before they
knew it, Jaime Garza was the proud owner of
Gazpacho’s Restaurant. From one day to the
next, Garza was managing a restaurant with the
help of his wife Leticia Montemayor de Garza.
“We were very relieved and grateful
the owner stayed around for a few days to guide
us through the process and introduce us to the
staff,” said Garza. “We loved the place so much
because it had character. We decided to keep
the name Gazpachos, and all we added was the
tag line, ‘By Las Tablitas.’” This was done so
patrons would identify it with the same quality
of service Las Tablitas had been known for.
“I kept everything as it was for a short
while,” Garza continued. “Eventually I made
some changes, especially to the menu.” The revised menu consists of favorites from Las Tablitas such as the Sopa
Azteca and original
Gazpacho’s entrees
such as Gazpacho’s
Salad. Garza and
chefs Vicente Sanchez and Marcos
Garcia review and
modify the menu
on a regular basis.
Describing
the
menu selections,
Garza opted for
Mediterranean-

inspired cuisine. “Sopa Azteca is everybody’s favorite,
but so are the Panini, the subs and French baguettes.”
On Sundays, patrons flock to Gazpacho’s to savor a
delicious Spanish Paella, while others love the full-service bar and cosmopolitan atmosphere available seven
days a week.
Gazpacho’s walls are decorated with a varied
collection of art, thanks to the opportunity Garza
gives local artists and friends to display and sell their
art work. The diverse and entertaining display of original art, plus the carefully selected background music,
the wine selection and the savory meals, make visiting
Gazpacho’s by Las Tablitas a unique experience popular with a heterogeneous clientele of professionals,
politicians, artists, retirees, students and socialites.
Recently Brownsville and the rest of the Rio
Grande Valley have experienced an influx of Mexican
nationals investing in real estate, retail, industry and
restaurants. The new residents have increased the demand for high-quality food venues all across the Valley. Garza believes this is a great thing for the local
economy. “People from Monterrey, Tampico and Ciudad Victoria are injecting new money and this certainly benefits this community. There is no question
about it.”
Garza believes, in order to succeed, that
it is imperative to be present every day taking care

of business.
“The key is
very good
food, excellent customer
service
and reasonable rates,”
he said. “It
has taken us
some time to
increase the
c l i e n t e l e .”
A year ago,
Garza had
the opportunity to expand the restaurant to accommodate an increasing number of customers, who are attended by a staff of 23 dedicated
employees.
Looking to the future, Garza is ready.
He knows his dedication and hard work will
keep customers coming back. For now, he
knows where he stands and knows what it takes
to be one of the most popular restaurants in the
area. “Poco a poco,” said Garza, before he returned to the business of running Gazpachos by
Las Tablitas restaurant.

Watch Your Money Grow
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www.TexasNational.com
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Why Employers Like Job Fairs
By Eileen Mattei
Most employers who participate in job
fairs hope to fill specific hourly and salaried positions. Given the number of businesses who
participate in job fairs, employers obviously
have found the venues beneficial. The event
exposes them to a pool of potential employees
who might not have known about the business
or the job. “A job fair reaches more people,”
said Cristina Castillo of ADL Services, a home
help agency in Weslaco. “It gets you to people
who are really looking for a job.” Several ADL
employees were hired at previous job fairs.
Sixty-one businesses, including banks
and insurance agencies and manufacturers,
medical facilities and retailers, participated in
the Workforce Solutions’ job fair held in Harlingen. Job seekers ranged from Gen Xers and
Gen Ys to Baby Boomers, with most in their
thirties and forties.
Framed by miniature rockets, Steve
Moes, United Launch Alliance’s plant manager
in Harlingen, said the aerospace manufacturer
had 15 jobs he was trying to fill. He distributed
a web page printout that listed several of the job
openings: structural assembler, manufacturing

engineer, tool technician. Moes answered questions
about the work environment but referred everyone to
the company website to fill out the online application.
While dozens of job applicants crammed into
corners to fill out application forms, the most heard
question from recruiters was, “Do you have your résumé with you?”
“A résumé is your calling card,” said Danielle
Torres of Choice Staffing. “An excellently written résumé is a tool for me. I can go to a client and say,
‘Look at this person. They are right for you.’”
Choice Staffing’s booth had signs listing the
salaried and hourly positions that employers wanted
to fill. “What I do is I sell a person. It’s the joy of my
life,” to fit someone to a job, Torres said. Turning to
the next job seeker, she continued her quest: “If you
have a résumé I’d love to see it. If not, Texas Workforce will help you create one.”
The demand for workers created by the Eagle
Ford Shale boom brought two companies seeking
workers willing to relocate from the Valley. National
Oil Well Varco, a manufacturer of large oil field equipment, offered jobs in Houston that paid $16 per hour
with a typical 66 hour work week. “The overtime
doesn’t look like it’s going to let up,” Ray Fuentes ad-

Danielle Torres of Choice Staffing says a well
written résumé is the first step to winning a job.
(VBR)

vised a prospective hire. The company offered
no applications, and instead accepted résumés
and the names of experienced workers. Oil
field service company HLI Energy Services was
looking for diesel mechanics and truck drivers
to work southeast of San Antonio. “We provide
housing. We provide a $1,000 sign-on bonus,”
Arnulfo Sandoval explained to two men with
no résumés.
Jose Ramirez of America General Life
and Accident Insurance Co. in McAllen reported taking over 10 applications in the job fair’s
first hour and expected to end up with about
100. “We’re always looking for good sales
agents. You have to have a license to do this,
and two of our first applicants had licenses.”
Three bins in front of Ernesto Carballo
held résumés for the three positions open at the
Rio Grande Boy Scouts Council. Education
and salaries were clearly stated: District director, four-year degree, $30,000. “The salary level
is very competitive for nonprofits and the benefit package is excellent,” he said. “I get tons of
résumés, but the best leads are employee referrals and from college placement departments.”
The non-profit hires only those with up-to-date
skills.
“We don’t look at country boundaries
and city limits. We look at regional opportunities,” said Connie Gonzalez, Hidalgo County
Workforce Solutions Executive Director. “If it
is good for Harlingen, it is good for McAllen.”
A similar Workforce Solutions job fair in Hidalgo County last November was very successful, she said, with people offered jobs on the
spot.
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Is it Time for a Server?
By Edward Lugo
When a business consists of more than
one person, questions arise about how to share
critical business information and technology
resources such as printers. Most small businesses start to link computers together with a
network and are unaware that the benefits of a
‘server’ computer may actually be within their
budget.
Servers are specifically designed to provide file storage, file sharing, resource sharing
(like printers) and other services, to multiple
computers. They can also help you:
• better find and manage business-critical information in one consolidated
location;
• store large chunks of information,
enabling individual PCs to perform
better;
• access up-to-date customer information quickly;
• share email and calendaring details
between your team;
• protect your information by making
back-ups easier;
• provide secure access to email & cal-

endars, other files or to your entire office PC,
from another internet-connected computer;
• better manage security features and monitor threats to your computer systems.
Does that all sound like it’s going to be expensive? Servers are no longer confined to dedicated
rooms, serving large corporations with large I.T. departments. Many of the major manufacturers promote ‘Small Business Server’ bundles, with the hardware and software needed for a business with as little
as five employees.
Here are some factors that indicate your business may be ready for a server:
• You need to consolidate and arrange your
files, because you can’t always find what you
need when you need it.
• You are worried about whether all of your
important files are secure and are being
backed up.
• You need to share hardware such as printers
and fax machines for two or more PCs.
• You have employees who travel, frequently
telecommute, or work off-site and would
benefit from accessing what’s back in the office.

• You keep adding more files onto your
PCs and running out of disk space.
• You’d like to run accounting software
or other line-of-business applications
on more than one PC.
• Your business is growing and plans
to add new computers and employees
or even a second location.
As with any technology purchasing decision, you need to discuss your business needs
and plans with your trusted I.T. advisor to see
if it’s the right time for a server. You may be
looking for aggressive growth, stability or even
expense reduction this year, so focus first on
the server features that will support your goals.
You also need to ensure that you’re not expecting technology to solve a problem that could
be resolved with a change in your business processes.
Edward Lugo is the owner of the Brownsville
Computer Troubleshooters office. He can reached
at 956-284-0085 or elugo@comptroub.com
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Chilling Out at RGV Produce Park
By Eileen Mattei
At the new Rio Grande Valley Produce
Park, forklifts shift pallets of fresh peppers,
squash, chard and cilantro. Inside the cold storage rooms, tidy pallets of avocados rise to the
high ceiling and stretch far into the distance.
In the not-too-distant future, at least
60 percent of Mexican produce and fruit being
imported into the United States will be passing
through the Rio Grande Valley, predicted the
owners of the RGV Produce Park. The transshipment center located in north Edinburg
near Highway 281 is owned by J L Gonzalez
Produce, which has been a Chicago-based importer and distributor of Mexican produce under the Don Hugo label since 1993.
The 87-acre produce storage and distribution terminal, which opened its first 227,000
square feet warehouse in May, has already secured four tenants, including Don Hugo Produce. That’s because the location is ideal, said
Jose Luis Gonzalez, CEO of Don Hugo Produce. “We had been searching a long time for a
warehouse that met our needs.” Then the company decided to build it themselves and put up
something bigger than they themselves needed
because they had the perfect place.

“It has everything: two truck scales nearby,
truck stops and 281 going north,” Gonzalez said. The
produce terminal is also removed from the
traffic congestion and higher-priced land
close to the border. Equally important to
the projected success of the Highway 281
distribution corridor are the new Mexican superhighways from western Mexico
and central Mexico that funnel producecarrying truck traffic to Texas. Currently
Nogales, Arizona, is the primary port of
entry for Mexican fruits and vegetables,
but that entry point has been losing produce traffic in recent years as more exporters head for the Valley.
The first phase of RGV Produce
Park, which represents a $50 million investment, is expected to provide 200 supply chain
jobs. Additional phases, projected to support 800
jobs, will bring the Gonzalez investment to $100 million. JL Gonzalez Produce has been a leader in using next generation produce facilities. It was the first
company to abandon Chicago’s antiquated market to
move into the Chicago International Produce Market. In Edinburg, the company used the same builders who had constructed its Chicago facility in 1999,
although Valley contractors accounted for 90 percent

Jose Luis Gonzalez calls Edinburg the perfect location for his produce terminal. (VBR)

of the construction.
The company’s competitors in Chicago include Farmer’s Best and Westpak Avocados, the biggest avocado distributor in the U.S.
Yet in Texas, those two companies have teamed
with Don Hugo as tenants at the Edinburg facility.
“What is truly incredible is that you
don’t get a picture of how big the facility is until you see the walls up. The determination to

build it was truly amazing,” said Kellen Newhouse of Westpak Avocado. “In Chicago we
are direct competitors, but here we are partners, building a strategic relationship. We are
partnering with somebody who has same values, the same ethics that Westpak does.”
Farmers Best, which has farms in Sinaloa and a distribution center in Nogales,
previously used a McAllen facility for its Mexican produce. “We see this as next stage in our
history,” said Leonard Tarriba, president of the
family owned, California- based importer and
distributor. The produce terminal “gave us the
tools to make it easy for us.”
The importers have farms or sister
companies in Michoacán and Sinaloa Mexico
and are capable of making Edinburg into the
imported-produce capital of Texas.
Did you know that the word aguacate
comes from the Nuhuatl word aguacatl? asked
Saul Garcia of Coliman Aguacates, who visited
RGV Produce Park. That explains why Mexico grows the best avocados he said, because
they have a higher percentage of oil which
translates into better taste and better nutrition. Michoacán produces two Haas avocado
crops annually. Each week Mexico sends 500
trucks loaded with avocados to the U.S. and
each truck carries 20 tons of avocados. Holy
guacamole!

Mexico ships 500 truckloads of avocados to the
U.S. weekly, and many are now shipped north
from Edinburg. (VBR)

Premium Automotive Services
Land Rover / Volvo Service, Repair & Diagnostics

Dealer Equivalent Services,
Repairs & Computer Diagnostics
Factory Trained Master Certificed
Land Rover & Volvo Technician Support
24 Month / 24,000 Mile Warranty
24 Hour Valley Wide
Wrecker Service
956.577.1238

956.287.0900

122 N. McColl Rd at Hwy. 107 Edinburg, TX

premautosvc@yahoo.com

Premium Automotive Services is an independent business specializing in the service and repair of Land Rovers and Volvos.
We are not an authorized Land Rover/Volvo dealership, we do not sell new Land Rovers/Volvos, and we’re not otherwise
affiliated with, originating from, sponsored by, or approved by Land Rover/Volvo in any way.

For all your summer sun,
make your travel fun,
Fly McAllen!

Allegiant now flies to
Orlando, Florida & Las Vegas, Nevada.
United and American Airlines have daily
flights to Houston and Dallas.
2500 S. Bicentennial Blvd., McAllen, TX 78503
www.McAllenAirport.com
(956) 681-1500
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Glass and Mirrors in Harlingen
Army, Reyna returned home and worked for Spartan Aviation and as a service order
writer for Southwestern Bell in
McAllen. While Reyna held these
indoor jobs, he applied numerous
times for positions that would keep
him out of doors, without success.
In 1979, Reyna began
his career in the glass business as
an employee with the Harlingen
branch of the Pittsburgh Plate
Glass company (PPG). “PPG provided my foundation in glass product information and sales,” he said.
During his nine years there, Reyna
worked inside and outside sales of
commercial glass and architectural
metals across the entire RGV and
Mexico’s border towns. Reyna became branch manager for PPG and remained with its successor, Longhorn Glass, until 1992.
That year, Reyna decided to establish his own
company and started Lone Star Glass on a shoestring.
“Anyone can make a sale,” said Reyna, “but it takes
a special person to make and keep a satisfied repeat
customer.” He grew his business with that attitude

Raul and Leticia Reyna. (VBR)

and said teamwork was the basis for much of
his small company’s success. “Alone we can do
so little. Together, we can do so much.”
Reyna’s wife Leticia is one of his four
employees. The couple has two grown daughters who chose college and careers in education
over helping their father in the glass business.
“They just weren’t interested in glass,” he said.
Reyna’s late father, Manuel, also worked part-
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By Chuck Swanberg
A small, well-placed rock and a rapidly-spreading crack in my car’s windshield
brought me to the front door of a Harlingen
glass and mirror business. My insurance company told me my minimum out-of-pocket expense for a new windshield could be as much
as $250 because the crack was irreparable. My
only solution was to replace the glass. I got several estimates, and Harlingen’s Lone Star Glass
and Mirror appeared to be the answer to my
problem.
Raul C. Reyna has owned and operated Lone Star Glass and Mirror at a prominent
South 77 Sunshine Strip location since October
1992. “My staff and I try to put ourselves into
our customers’ shoes,” Reyna said. He credits
most of his good fortune and success to that
business philosophy.
The Rio Hondo native grew up around
farming, like so many other Valley youngsters.
He spent much of his youth working in local
and out of state grain elevators and cotton gins.
When presented in 1970 with his draft notice,
Reyna served his country in the U.S. Army in
Germany. Following his discharge from the

Since

BROWNSVILLE

548-1301

1273 E. Alton Gloor
Fax: (956) 548-0225
allegrargv@att.net

HARLINGEN

421-3669

1801 S. 77 Sunshine Strip
Fax: (956) 425-7630
allegrahgn@att.net

time in the Lone Star shop and shared a wealth
of experience in automotive repairs and glass
replacement. Reyna credited his father with
“teaching me everything he knew – electrical,
plumbing, auto repair. He taught me to be a
jack of all trades and to treat my employees like
family.”
With the economic downturn of
several years ago, Reyna was able to keep his
employees busy and on the payroll despite the
decline in new and repeat business. As a result,
Reyna’s employees are loyal, long-term friends.
“We’re one big family all keeping food on the
table.”
Reyna’s dedication to his existing customers was reinforced recently after the storms
that took the McAllen area by surprise. Because of the massive glass breakage, Reyna had
the opportunity to take his crew to the upper
Valley to replace large quantities of auto glass.
Yet he declined because he didn’t want to leave
his local customers without the Lone Star team
to attend to their glass needs.
Everyone wonders whether to repair
or replace a windshield. Reyna told me that,
“every break has its own identity” and must be
treated individually. Seventy percent of Reyna’s business is automotive glass and the balance is commercial and residential. Lone Star’s
commercial customers include Valley Baptist
Hospital, Harlingen Medical Center and surrounding schools and banks. In addition to
bidding on new commercial and residential
construction, Reyna has a steady supply of established customers. “Glass breaks and there’s
always demand for new door and window glass
replacement.”
While my windshield was being replaced, Reyna’s counter person offered to shuttle me to another appointment. That proved to
me that I had made the correct choice for my
glass repair problem.
Lone Star Glass & Mirror is located
at 2913 S 77 Sunshine Strip in Harlingen. The
phone number is (956) 412-4060.

See your company
advertised here.
We’ve got space
for all budgets.
Beth Walters
Todd Breland
Upper Valley
Mid & Lower Valley
sales@valleybusinessreport.com

Join Us for Waterfront Dining,
Serving Fresh Seafood.

Bring your own catch
and we’ll cook it to
your liking, or enjoy
our daily, fresh off the
boat specials.
1 Padre Blvd. South Padre Island
(956) 761-1314
www.searanchrestaurant.com
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Evaluation Evolution
By Susan LeMiles Holmes
Even business practices as sacred as the
Annual Employee Appraisal have not escaped
the scope of change affecting the business
world. In fact, the evolution has been pretty
dramatic. Understanding the “why” helps us
embrace it.
Not so long ago, when supervisors and
employees had their annual “sit down,” the
questions at hand were, “How long have you
been here? How loyal have you been? Have
you taken on any additional responsibilities?
How many headaches have you given me this
year?” There was almost an assumption that if a
company continued to employ you, you would
also be rewarded with a pay increase.
However, developments in world competition required change; and developments in
technology have allowed change. From the
largest to the smallest company in America, we
have each felt the impact of globalization. The
cost of labor in much of the world is so cheap
that we had to change our systems or face defeat
in the global game. America? Defeat? Never!
Many companies chose to establish pay
ranges for positions that cannot be exceeded…..

for any reason. Others tied compensation to performance, and not just for executives and sales people;
today, even first line employees commonly work with
productivity bonuses. There may be cost of living adjustments, but in systems like these two, the only way
to improve your financial outlook is to improve your
productivity or improve your skills and get promoted.
You are lucky if you work for a company that will help
you do this.
At the same time world competition was rising, technology allowed companies to capture and
retain the most important assets of its employees…..
knowledge and experience. The ability to capture employee experience in the form of information and process now allows companies to face a transition much
more smoothly when employees leave. Turnover is
still a problem, but not the disaster it used to be.
Jump to today’s style of employee evaluation.
The process of evaluating compensation has almost
universally been separated from the process of performance evaluation. I don’t think this separation is
a bad thing. The intensity of receiving all criticism
about your performance for the whole year and getting the verdict about whether you will be able to
pay the bills seems pretty intense. It sets up a perfect
storm for resentment, especially in competitive evalu-

Known as “the Refuge to the Valley”, the City of
Alamo is a GREAT place to shop, live, play and
establish your business. We encourage you to visit
our growing city and experience the sights, sounds,
tastes and hospitality we have to offer.

USDA
Rural Development Revolving Loan Fund Program established
to Promote Economic Development in the City of Alamo.
Contact AEDC for more information.

ation systems in which employees are rated on
a forced distribution system where each department is allowed to give a set number - usually a
small number - of top grades. For someone to
succeed, someone else has to fail. Talk about a
“teamwork buster!”
Today’s employee evaluations usually
focus on goals, skills development and employee satisfaction. The idea is to show the employee where improvements can be made without
devaluing the contributions the employee has
made throughout the year.
If you wait for a formal evaluation to
tell an employee you are not satisfied with his
attendance or his work output, you’ve waited
too long.
I like appraisals that include self evaluations; then when the employee and supervisor
meet for discussion, there is a two way conversation. Be specific about areas where you
would like to see change; allow the employee
to come up with ways to improve. Having a
person actively participate in self-development
can be a source of great pride. You could even
have him fill out another form when he feels
he has improved. Make certain he understands
that the improvement must be apparent, substantiated and sustained.
Cautions? Take care in presuming that
a person’s inadequate contribution is separable
from an inefficient work flow design. Don’t use
evaluations as a safety valve for a poor selection process; and don’t give evaluations only in
preparation for termination.
Remember how you felt the last time
someone told you what a great job you were
doing and even pointed out a specific trait of
yours or something you did right? Your boss
might have even said, “Thank you.” Since the
evaluation is probably not tied to money, there
is no harm in giving a good employee a rating of “highly effective.” Sometimes, this comment is the key to the higher morale, greater
confidence and higher productivity that you
have been seeking.
Susan LeMiles Holmes is Director of Career Services at Texas State Technical College and a published novelist. She works with Valley employers,
learning their job requirements. You can inquire
about hiring TSTC graduates by emailing susan.
holmes@harlingen.tstc.edu or go to TSTC Career Services Online to submit job postings free of
charge. To learn about Susan’s novel set in The
Valley, Touch the Mayan Moon at www.susanlemiles.com.
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Are You Entrepreneur Material?
By UTPA Small Business Development Center
Starting a business involves a certain
degree of risk. Before embarking on a new
business venture, an entrepreneur should spend
time analyzing personal strengths and weaknesses to make sure that he or she has the necessary skills and stamina to be successful.
There are environmental factors that affect the way each person reacts to the challenges posed by starting a business. This includes
the entrepreneur’s family history and culture,
personality traits and personal economic background, among others. The following characteristics belong to thriving and successful entrepreneurs.
Self-starter. The typical entrepreneur
is an individual who makes things happen, is
persistent and has a natural competitive desire
to always be number one.
Autonomous. Entrepreneurs have the
ability to work without direct supervision and
get things done. They are self-motivated and
disciplined.
Excellent interpersonal skills. They
not only relate well with customers; entrepreneurs do their best to motivate employees and

pull the team forward.
Work well under pressure. First-rate decision-making skills allow successful entrepreneurs to
make important assessments, very often under constant pressure.
Excellent work ethic. Entrepreneurs work
long hours and are often on the job 24/7. Many
times, their personal lives are interwoven with their
entrepreneurial endeavors.
Good organizational skills. The abilities to
set priorities, determine goals and produce results are
crucial to being a successful entrepreneur. Organizational abilities and time management skills can make
or break an undertaking.
On point. Effective entrepreneurs have a
keen sense and the intelligence to anticipate challenges and take preventive measures to avoid these from
happening in their enterprises.
Solid business experience. Having experience in the same field as their ventures make entrepreneurs more effective and efficient.
Risk-taker. Entrepreneurs possess the ability and willingness to take financial and personal risks
to start ventures. They are not risk-adverse and push
forward no matter the dangers that may lie ahead.
Marketable. Entrepreneurs have skills or

ideas that both formal and informal research indicate as sought-after. They are innovative and
can turn ideas into great business ventures.
Balanced. An awareness of the personal risks involved in starting a business, such
as the lack of family support, is acute in entrepreneurs. They are willing and able to balance
out these challenges.
Self-confident and optimistic. When
challenges arise, the thriving entrepreneur is capable of overcoming these and moving forward
with optimism.
Bear in mind that not every owner of
every successful business has every single one
of these desired qualities. Of course, there is
one ingredient that frequently tends to be overlooked, if you believe in it: luck. A little luck
never hurt anyone. Luck, of course, is a supplement and no substitute for having the right
qualities and attitude for business ownership.
The UTPA SBDC is a component of the Business Development & Innovation (BDI) Group at
The University of Texas-Pan American (UTPA)
in Edinburg. For further information on BDI
Group services, please call (956) 665-7535.
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Businesses
Giving Back
Standing on Your Own, with Community Support
By Eileen Mattei
When polio was crippling and killing
Valley children 60 years ago, a Brownsville doctor and concerned citizens organized a personal
response. The Brownsville Society for Crippled
Children, formed in 1952, provided therapy
for kids paralyzed by polio or disabled by cerebral palsy, a clubfoot, meningitis and other
illnesses.
Today known as the Moody Clinic,
the nonprofit has four dedicated therapists who
provide treatment to 120 young children each
week. The service is provided free to kids affected by developmental delays, autism spectrum,
cerebral palsy and other disabling disorders.
Because early intervention and early detection
are critical for therapeutic progress and success,
most of the clinic’s patients are pre-schoolers.
Speech, therapy, physical therapy (lower body
movement) and occupational therapy (upper
body movement) help the small patients improve control over their motions and speech.
Most children are seen twice a week and often
require sessions with different types of thera-

pists.

“The community has supported us for 60
years,” said Debbie Sears, speech pathologist and the
clinic executive director. “We make such a difference,
a life changing difference, in children and their families. But Brownsville has grown so much that there
are lot of people don’t know we are here.” The growth
also means the clinic has a full schedule of children
needing therapy. Sears sees 16 patients a day for 30
minute speech therapy sessions. She had just completed a 30-minute therapy session with a young boy,
where both of them were seated at a low table and
interacting over a card game. Parents can discreetly
observe the speech therapy session and reinforce at
home what the child has learned.
Originally located in Mercy Hospital, the
Crippled Children’s Society in 1968 received funding
from Galveston’s Moody Foundation to build a standalone building in the Lincoln Park area on land donated by the city. The Moody clinic, despite public
misperceptions, is not funded by the Moody Foundation. Instead it relies entirely on community support,
supplemented by shrinking United Way and CDBG
grants and some third party reimbursement (from in-

surers) when possible. Businesses, organizations
and individuals’ financial support have enabled
the clinic to continue providing services that
now include cranial therapy which lessens the
frequency and intensity of seizures in children.
To cover operating expenses, Moody
Clinic stages two major fundraisers: poinset-

Moody Clinic Executive Director Debbie Sears
spends time with Amanda before her physical
therapy session. (VBR)

tia sales and a martini party. “Hughston Insurance buys thousands of poinsettias to give to
customers,” said Liz Harris, community liaison.
“Valley Baptist Hospital Brownsville and Valley
Regional Hospital use them as holiday decorations. Our boards members have delivered so
many poinsettias to banks across the Valley:
Lone Star National Bank, IBC, BBVA Compass and Capital One.” Car dealerships participate too. Cardenas Motors, for example, selects a Christmas card made by a Moody Clinic
patient and sends it to their customers.
Two years ago, Michael Jones of Jones
Liquors came up with the idea of Mistletoe
Martinis to raise money for Moody Clinic.
“He wanted to help the clinic and this is how
he knew to do it, with this event. He comes
up with specialty martinis,” said Liz Harris, and
Jones donates the martini bar. The event last
Christmas drew 900 attendees.
Brownsville pediatric orthopedic surgeon Ray Simmons volunteered once a week
for 35 years, serving as Moody Clinic medical
director until his death. He started the scoliosis
screening program in public schools. Current
supporters include Brownsville pediatricians
Dr Carmen Rocco, Dr. Elsa Mendoza and Dr.
Factoriza along with Wells Fargo Advisors and
State Farm agents. Organizations such as the
Downtown Lions, Zonta and Rotary continue
to lend help. Patients’ parents volunteer their
help at the clinic by mowing the lawn and
painting the interior. A previous board member sends over some of his crew to do repairs.
A high school wood working class undertakes
an annual project to build needed equipment,
including a sturdy wooden jungle gym.
“What’s nice about Brownsville is that
the nonprofits try to network and serve the
family. When families are healthy, financially
and otherwise, the child does better,” said Harris.
Aware of tight budgets and limited resources, Moody Clinic is careful not to duplicate services a child may be receiving at school.
But not all schools provide physical therapy.
To be evaluated at the Moody Clinic,
children do not have to be referred by a doctor.
But in order to provide treatment, the clinic requires a prescription from an M.D.
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Learn Web Design in 24 Hours
Special to VBR
If your business needs an in-house web
design person or needs to update an employee’s
web design skills, UTPA’s Continuing Education department can help. Their popular web
design course, which is a three-week, 24-hour
program, leads to a Certificate in Web Design.
It will be offered again in July.
Karen Lillard took the course in the
spring with 21 others. She saw formal web design training as way to build on her business and
marketing degree. “I wanted to find a portable
job that I can take with me,” said Lillard, since
her husband’s job keeps them moving around.
“It helped me to have a class with an instructor
saying, “This is the Dreamweaver approach to
web design.’” Lillard has already started developing web sites for clients, which has kept her
too busy to update her own website.
The Web Design program is divided
into three stand-alone courses that give participants a working knowledge of the software
used. Josie de la Tejera, the instructor for the
Dreamweaver segment, explained that the first
segment covers Adobe CS5, which introduces
basic web design. That is followed by eight

hours of working with Flash and Illustrator, apps
that insert images and animated graphics into a web
page. In the third week, participants learn how to use
Dreamweaver, which combines all the elements.
“We get people from a lot of different backgrounds, from police and realtors to people in music
production, wanting to learn how to design a web
site,” de la Tejera said. Some expect it will help them
advance in their job and others see it as a necessary
resource.
“There are many ways to do web design
and create a web site,” de la Tejera said, noting that
Dreamweaver is the primary tool currently. “What I
do is teach how to incorporate a little bit of everything, like Flash and Photoshop. I show them how to
read the environment so the creator can personalize it
and make it user friendly.” De la Tejera explained that
the course teaches the basics of html code. “I show
them how to read broken links and to read the code.
If you don’t know the code, how can you fix it?”
What a web site should look like depends on
the target audience, according to de la Tejera. She
gives tips on how to attract different consumers and
practical hints on different industry uses. The Mission
Police Department, for example, sent an employee to
learn how to update the PD website. “In class we

Lose the weight.
Gain your life.

made suggestions to make the site more useful
and ADA compliant,” de la Tejera said. “People
forget that public institutions websites must be
ADA compliant.” The images need to be described and speech needs to be captioned.
Besides teaching how to create a good
website, de la Tejera spends time on what not
to do: not too many colors or fonts, not too
high or too low res images. She emphasized the
importance of learning how and when to erase.
“Why spend a lot of time fixing a problem
when it’s simpler to erase what you have done
and recreate it?”
Participants bring in images and files to
create their own usable web design. Participants
save their class work on thumb drives and work
on their web design at home. At the end, they
get everything they have created through the
courses and put it all together. De la Tejera critiques the products by giving the web designers
suggestions and showing how to improve their
web site.
The next Web Design Certificate program begins July 10 at the McAllen Teaching
Site. The course fee is $450. For more information see utpa.edu/ce.

Announcing our new comprehensive Surgical
& Medical Weight Loss Program.
Imagine yourself at a healthy weight. Imagine the energy you’d
have for your family. Are you ready to change your life? The
Surgical & Medical Weight Loss Program at Valley Baptist offers
a comprehensive approach to your personal weight loss plan.
Our experienced team of weight management and bariatric
specialists can help you succeed whether you want to lose 15
pounds or more than 100. So start today. You’ve got your whole
life to gain.
For more information or to ask about our Gastric Sleeve

Special at $8,500, call 888-902-LIFE or visit ValleyBaptist.net
Come to our free seminars:
Brownsville: Tues., June 5, 6:30 – 8:30 pm
Professional Tower, Conference Room 250
1040 West Jefferson Street
Valley Baptist Medical Center – Brownsville

Harlingen: Tues., June 12, 6:30 – 8:30 pm
Boggus Education Pavillion, Room 5
2110 Benwood Street
Valley Baptist Medical Center – Harlingen

2101 Pease Street
Harlingen, Texas 78550
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Book Review: Borderless Economics
By Eileen Mattei
We are a nation of immigrants. I see
my ancestors and yours as courageous and ambitious people who were willing to leave behind
the familiar and risk everything to build a life
in a new land. In Borderless Economics, British business editor Robert Guest makes the
case that everyone benefits from migration: the
birth country, the destination country (typically the U.S.) and the immigrant. More than
ever before, immigrants maintain close ties with
their homeland, creating what Guest calls the
diaspora network which connects ethnic communities.
Emigrants contribute to globalization –
and America’s soft power- by funneling the best
ideas back to their former home after adapting
them to mesh with local customs. The brain
drain from poor countries to rich ones helps
the former, Guest explains. Remittances sent
home by new immigrants raise the standard of
living in the old country. These funds are much
more effective than any foreign aid, because the
money goes directly to the people who use it to
pay school fees and open small businesses.
An entertaining, easy-to-read writer,

Guest describes the people who personify the bridges between countries and the multiple impacts they
have. “In the battle against global poverty, the best
weapon is the welcome mat,” Guest explains. The
incentive of better jobs abroad prompts more people
to get the education for those jobs. The Philippines,
for example, educate a huge number of nurses. While
most leave, a significant number stay behind and increase the health level in their communities. Guest
cites studies of Chinese and Indian immigrants which
provide an enlightening perspective.
Because America’s immigrant pool is so large,
it impacts every area of the world. And more trade
follows migration as exiles crave products from their
previous home.
“As birthrates fall, migration will become
the primary determinant of how big each nation
is,” Guest observes. Unfortunately, the benefits of
a young and dynamic population can be forestalled
by visa restrictions on the highly talented who earn
advanced degrees in the US but are not allowed to
remain. The world’s favorite immigration destination
can only benefit when individuals who want to work
and get ahead have an easily accessible, legal pathway
to do so.

at Sharyland Plantation
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Seafarer Center Shows Port’s Future
By Eileen Mattei
In its 76th year of operation, the Port
of Brownville is bracing for a surge in business
at the only deepwater port on the U.S.-Mexico
border. In the next 24 months, replacement oil
docks will be completed. Its proposed eightbillion dollar Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminal is in the permitting stage. Construction
could start as soon as two years and result in
over 200 LNG ships docking annually. Currently, incredibly long wind-turbine blades are
being unloaded along with the port’s standard
cargo of iron coils, plates, and bulk liquids. The
imminent completion of the Highway 550 toll
road will open up land for development.
For the ships and crews who dock at
the terminus of the 17-mile-long Brownsville
Shipping Channel, the port is their introduction to the Rio Grande Valley. In 2010, the
port handled $711 million in imported cargo
and exported goods valued around $106 million. The Port of Brownsville is second in the
nation in the amount of steel transshipped.
Each year approximately 100 ships
dock at the port along with hundreds of barges.
The ships’ crews range from eight to 32 sailors,
who stay in port about three days. What does

the crew do when their ship is docked?
In 1974, when notorious bars near the port
catered to the seamen, two ministers, Rev. Will Aten
and Rev. George Graydon, decided to offer the
sailors an alternative refuge, a place to hang out
onshore. That year, the
International Seamen’s
Center began operations
in a trailer on land provided by the Port Commissioners. Funded by
the Catholic Diocese
and other churches,
Brownsville businesses,
civic organizations and
individuals, the Seamen’s
Center ministry provided
a safe harbor for sailors.
It remains guided by
an interdenominational
ministry modeled on the
London-based Missions
to Seamen, which has provided a series of chaplain’s
assistants.
Ralph Cowen, current Port of Brownsville

Commission vice chair recalled the early 1970’s
when he had just started his car business. The
banker who funded his start-up appeared, talk-

Chaplain Andreas Lewis, Port Commissoners John
Reed and Ralph Cowen and Port Director Eddie
Campirano celebrate the opening of the Seafarer
Center. (VBR)
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ed to him about the new Seamen’s Center and
asked Cowen “to give $500 to get this going.”
Thirty-five years later, in 2009, the
storm-battered trailer was sidelined, leaving
visiting seamen without a landside haven in
the Rio Grande Valley. The six-member board
of the International Seafarer Center, chaired
by Chaplain Andreas Lewis, tackled the issue
of providing a new home that was eventually
located at the tip of the turning basin on land
provided by the port.
John Reed, Chair of the Port of
Brownsville Commission, described the recently-opened International Seafarer Center as a
second home for sailors. The center serves as
Brownsville’s front door for visiting mariners,
creating an important first impression. As
tight as the economy has been, committing
Port resources to the Seafarer Center was not a
quick decision, Reed said, but it was the right
decision to make.
“This really is a community effortchurches, civic groups and commitments from
businesses,” said Chaplain Lewis. The Seafarer
Center has its own board and is run independently by a group of volunteer and sustained by
community support. When the board prepared
to rebuild in 2009, it turned to businesses inside and outside the port for assistance. That’s

when Cowen himself began asking business associates to contribute to the new center. Other contributions paid for fixing the 15-passenger van and getting
it new tires. When sailors (who must have a shore
pass to leave ship) want to go to Best Buy, Gladys
Porter Zoo or a church, Seafarer Board volunteers are
authorized to take then into the city.
Dix Shipping donated the center’s new pool
table. The Brazos Santiago
Pilots Association paid for
the center’s furnishings.
Various board members
donated everything from a
cross to lamps and a refrigerator. The Port staff did
the landscaping.
It has been said that
today’s seamen lead lives as
“containerized as the cargos
they handle.” Some crews
are not allowed on shore so
the chaplain goes to their
ships to provide religious
services and materials. The
Seafarers’ ministry is the
answer to prayers of people
who are far from home and
strangers when they arrive.
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The Seafarer Center is representative
of what will be built in future at the Port, according to Port Director Eddie Campirano, as
the expected port development helps transform
the region. It is one of the projects that is setting the stage for the next chapter of the Port of
Brownsville’s history.

Cecil Avila of Dix Shipping starts the first game
on the table donated by his company to the Seafarer Center. (VBR)
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disability.TSTC will make reasonable accommodations
for students with disabilities.
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Documenting Performance, Legal Aspect
By Michael Pruneda
Last month’s “Top Ten Ways to Prevent a
Lawsuit,” covered another way a business might be
vulnerable to a lawsuit. Establishing valid business authorizations protects consumer and business
information from getting in the wrong hands. It
protects the business owner from being accused of
dishonest business practices. The following shows
one more way of protecting your business from litigation and the costly repercussions of a lawsuit.
Let’s say Jim Bob owned a small business with two employees. One of his female
employees was always late and never stayed a
full workday. She often fought with the customers and even refused service to his regular
clients. Her poor work performance started to
affect his business. After a couple of more weeks
of this behavior and after several warnings, Jim
Bob fired her.
She quickly hired an attorney and filed
a wrongful termination lawsuit. During the discovery process, Jim Bob soon discovered that
since he did not document any of her actions,
it was his word against hers. Even though he
did give a thorough account of all her employment actions, and he brought in a witness that
occasionally saw her arrive late for work, it was

not enough to support his reasons for dismissing her
from employment. Jim Bob was ordered to pay her
restitution and attorneys’ fees.
It is said that if it is not written, it didn’t happen. In the business world, this is often the case. It
not only applies during personnel actions, but with
verbal communications as well. Oral communications
between management and the workforce should be
documented within personnel files. Although a warning or request for improvement seems trivial, it is important to document the communication within the
personnel file to establish a pattern of review should
performance be an issue later.
In the workplace, documentation is vital
to defending business interests against most types
of claims. Unemployment claims, wage claims, unpaid overtime claims, equal employment opportunity
claims and injury claims all depend on employment
history. Management and crew leaders should be
trained to document as they work on a daily basis.
While this may seem cumbersome, it can avoid complications when asked to recall an incident.
Make sure logs have the proper notations such
as: time, date, witnesses, location, as well as a written
summary of events that outline the facts as well as
the important details. This will also take the pressure
away of having to recall the exact details of incidents

that could have happened several years before.
Good record keeping can possibly provide your
business with an advantage when the facts are
hotly contested, or to avoid he said, she said
scenarios.
When documenting an incident, it is
important that the document contain neutral
tone and language. This will give you more credibility if your word ever becomes questioned or
if your opponent denies the event ever occurred
at all.
Keep all documentation in a secure location. This will ensure that documents can be
found when needed. The kinds of documents
that should be saved for legal purposes include
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memos and letters, employee performance
evaluations, meeting notes (if the terms of a
contract are involved) and witness statements
of incidents. In some cases, documentation
that might seem like it doesn’t contain any relevant information might contain a detail that
your lawyer could find significant. Relying on
a “smoking gun” document might get you the
quickest desired outcome, but if that document
doesn’t exist, then the small details might save
the day.
Documentation is the easiest and most
cost effective way of protecting yourself from
a lawsuit. In today’s litigious business environment, documenting incidents and keeping meticulous accounts of contract terms, and even
taking notes on business conversations can prevent a negative result in a lawsuit. Consult with
an attorney if you have any questions regarding
employment issues or contract discrepancies
due to poor documentation.

CLOSING THE
BLINDS HELPED
ME ENJOY
A MOVIE.

If you have questions about the effectiveness of your
documentation policies, or if you need counsel regarding a wrongful termination lawsuit, contact
Michael Pruneda from The Pruneda Law Firm
at 956-702-9675, or via web at: www.the mcallenbusinesslawyer.com or www.michaelpruneda.
com.
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In the Spot light

On April 25 & 26, bank officers and board members celebrated
with employees, customers and chamber members on 10th Street
in McAllen the name change from San Antonio National Bank to
Vantage Bank. (Courtesy)

The Operation Care Drop kick-off campaign was
held at the IBC Main Branch on South Broadway in
McAllen. Operation Care Drop is a continuing effort
to supply our nation’s soldiers, sailors, marines and airmen
comforts from home while on deployment. Pictured: Dora
Brown, Commissioner John Ingram, Debbie Ingram, Letty
Garza and David Guerra. (Courtesy)
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